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TM

Recreating the timeless beauty of a naturally
weathered stone wall, VintageTM is the premier choice
for distinctive landscapes. Six unique, double-sided
Vintage blocks make it easy to install random patterns
for compelling wall designs. Vintage makes the
industry’s first 8' radius without cutting and its
versatility allows you to combine retaining with
freestanding walls to create the ideal solution for the
perfect outdoor living space.

www.rockwoodwalls.com
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The Advantages
of the Vintage
System...
TM

It’s Fast...
Located on the underside of each
VintageTM block is a 4" x 4" Anchor Bar
that makes installation a breeze. The
Anchor Bar ensures Vintage builds
perfectly vertical and has the highest
shear resistance in the industry.
It’s Simple...
The interlocking channel on top of each
VintageTM block provides for quick
installation of retaining walls, garden
walls, seat walls, and pillars.

Vintage Block
TM

Unit specifications, availability, color, and fascia options vary by manufacturer.
Please contact your nearest Rockwood manufacturer or dealer for more information.

4" Block Small
Front: 4" H x 6" W x 10" D
Back: 4" H x 6" W x 10" D
Weight: 15 lbs., 7 kg

4" Block Medium
Front: 4" H x 12" W x 10" D
Back: 4" H x 10" W x 10" D
Weight: 25 lbs., 11 kg

4" Block Large
Front: 4" H x 18" W x 10" D
Back: 4" H x 16" W x 10" D
Weight: 40 lbs., 18 kg

8" Block Small
Front: 8" H x 6" W x 10" D
Back: 8" H x 6" W x 10" D
Weight: 30 lbs., 13 kg

8" Block Medium
Front: 8" H x 12" W x 10" D
Back: 8" H x 10" W x 10" D
Weight: 50 lbs., 23kg

8" Block Large
Front: 8" H x 18" W x 10" D
Back: 8" H x 16" W x 10" D
Weight: 80 lbs., 36 kg

It’s Strong...
In addition to the Anchor Bar, the
VintageTM Block’s unique design not
only resists the forces of tumbling, but
the elements as well. Upon assembly,
VintageTM Blocks create a 4" diameter
“stone column”. When layered with
grid, the gravel filled stone columns
provide a multi-point interlock, resulting
in a more uniform block-to-grid
mechanical connection.
It’s Versatile...
Six unique, double-sided VintageTM
blocks make it easy to recreate the
timeless beauty of a naturally
weathered stone wall. Its patented
design makes Vintage extremely
versatile. You can easily combine
retaining and freestanding walls, build
using one size block, any combination
of blocks, and in 16", 24", and 32"
random patterns.

The industries
first 8' radius,
without cutting.
96''

See your Rockwood manufacturer for availability of Vintage cap and corner blocks.

325 Alliance Place NE
Rochester, MN 55906
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